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this element is often used in conjunction with the wms service. you can create a wms layer using this element, then associate it with a group. the mapgformapinfo element does not indicate any requirements on the maximum extent of the map, but does allow some
control over the size of the tile display. the element must contain two xml elements, geo.longitude and geo.latitude. the number of tile extents to be drawn is given by the extents attribute, which must be an xml value with a relative uri. note that, unlike most other

geoserver layers, a group drawn with the mapgformapinfo element does not require a layer layout. the extents attribute allows for a relative uri to be used, which represents the tile extents in the map request. the value of the extents attribute is relative to the /tiles/ uri
used in the wms request. for example, a value of image/tiles/world/map_countries_feature.jpg indicates the tile extents for a map request to the wms server that would contain a map of world countries. the mapgformapinfo element can contain a single layout option.
the capabilities attribute indicates the capabilities, as defined by the tile servers configuration file , that are supported in this group. the map.defaulttile property allows the background map to be overridden by a different image for that group. the following example

defines a mapgformapinfo element, indicating that an xml document should be created under the /tiles/ uri, that specifies a number of tile extents to be used in a wms layer. note that the mapgformapinfo element contains the layout, and the mapgformapinfo element
does not indicate the extent of the map area.
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